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ABSTRACT 

Name      : Arifuddin 

Reg. Number     : 40300109011 

Title                    : An Analysis of Social Conflict in Rick Riordan’s Novel   

“The Red Pyramid” 

Consultants     : 1. Serliah Nur 

        2. Syahruni Junaid 

 

This thesis is a research about An Analysis of Social Conflict in Rick 

Riordan’s Novel “The Red Pyramid”. The objective of the research is, to explain 

the kinds and causes of social conflict happen in the novel “The Red Pyramid”. 

 The method used in this research is qualitative method. The data resource 

of this research was the novel “The Red Pyramid” which was published in 2010. 

In collected the data, the researcher used note taking as the instrument to get the 

data. The technique of data analysis in this study is  Lewis Coser theory about 

Social conflict.. 

The researcher found that the main character of social conflict through 

three aspect in the novel. They are,7 conflict involving social position,6 conflict of 

interest, and 6 role conflict.The researcher has found causes of social conflict 

were relation, condition, violence, immolation of the character in the research. 

 In this research, the researcher concludes of social conflict can be 

happened in the human environment. Then the researcher got that main character 

of social conflict is defended though conflict involving position, conflict of 

interest and role conflict. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

A.  Background  

       Literature is a form of creative and productive activity which produces a work 

that has a sense of aesthetic values as well as reflecting social reality. According 

to Wellek and Warren (1993:3) literature is a creative activity work art. Literature 

is 'creative' or 'imaginative' writing, does imply that history, philosophy and 

natural science are uncreative and unimaginative (Eagleton, 1996:2). 

        Literature is the aspect of human activities composition that tells a story, 

dramatizes, expresses and feels. Olaofe and Okunoye (2008:19) stated that 

literature is thus summed up as permanent expressions in words (written or 

spoken), specially arranged in pleasing accepted patterns or forms. Literature 

expresses thoughts, feelings, ideas or other special aspects of human experiences. 

Literature is a representative of the real life of humans. Sometimes it is used as 

publicly and criticism. Literature cannot be separated from human life since it 

give many contributions to people. That it helps people to understand what 

exactly happens in their environment. 

        Literary works are divided into three aspect, prose, poetry, and drama. 

Besides, literary work must show creative beauty and try to channel about beauty. 

Literary work the readers get entertainment, happiness and the best though as well 

as knowledge and mental experience. The literary expression resulted the 

experience of existing deposits in the author’s life in depth though a process of 

imagination (Aminuddin, 1990:57). 
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        From the above explanations, it can be concluded that literature is one of the 

medium to draw our imagination by using of literary and literature as reflection of 

society. Besides, it helps the human to know about story in literary work 

especially a novel. 

        A novel creates with some aspects of structure like plot, theme, character, 

language style, and point of view (Sugira, 2004:74). The all aspects connect one 

aspect to one another create a literary work. Novel is imagination created about 

aspect of human. The stories like novel always have character, thus character do 

interaction to develop the plot. Character besides as subject also to be the object of 

the plot. Novel is a world especially made in words by author.  

       Based on the definition of the novel above, the writer identified that studying 

a literary work, especially novel, will help us have a better understanding of life, 

environment, and culture. Besides, it also helps us know more about human 

problem and society difficulties.  

        The study is concentrated on the social conflict in Rick Riordan novels “The 

Red Pyramid”. This novel narrates some social conflict of human life, as being 

performed by Sadie and Carter Kane were the environment a magician in the 

family. There are many conflicts in novel at happen between character and other 

character as life. Conflict in literary works seems to be an important part to 

develop a story. According to Folt (2000) conflict is important to literature 

because it provides the basic materials for the construction of the story. Without 

conflict nothing would happen. It all can build up and makes interesting to read.  
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        Fisher et all (2001:4) stated that conflict is a relationship between two or 

more parties over (individuals or groups) who have, or who feel they have, which 

is not the target. Conflict always happens in every kind of life that hard to prevent. 

It could be cultural, conflict, values conflict, religious conflict, social conflict and 

the like. 

         Social conflict is struggle over values or claims to status, power, and scarce, 

resources, in which the aims of the conflict groups are not only to gain the desired 

values, but also to neutralize, injure, or eliminate rivals (Coser in Oberschall 

1978:291). 

         The writer chooses the social conflict as the topic because the researcher has 

found social problems experienced by the characters in the novel. The social 

conflict are narrated in sequence to follow development as one of the intrinsic 

aspects of the novel. The writer was interested analyzing the social conflict 

because Rick Riordan’s novel “The Red Pyramid” narrates the social conflict that 

often happen in a real life. The writer assumes that social conflict has power to 

affect human behavior, way of thinking, attitude, and their relationships with other 

character. 

B. Problem Statement 

       There are some problems occurred in this novel, but the writer only restrict to 

analysis to the social conflict. The researcher gets two things that become the 

problems of this study. Those are the kinds and the causes of social conflict 

happen in the novel. 
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        Based on the background above, the writer formulated the problem as 

follows: 

1. What are the kinds of social conflict happen in Rick Riordan’s novel “The Red 

Pyramid”? 

2. What do causes of social conflict happen in the novel? 

C.  Objective Research 

       The writer hopes the problems above can be accomplished by these 

objectives: 

1. To explain the kinds of social conflict happen in Rick Riordan’s novel “The  

Red Pyramid”. 

2. To explain the causes of social conflict happen in the novel. 

D.  Significance of Research 

       The significance of this research expected to give useful information for the 

reader at literary work. The researcher expected to give helpful reference for 

another researches. Besides, the study expected to give contribution for the people 

who are interested in learning sociology on literature especially for the English 

literature students about social conflict of the novel. 

E.  Scope of  Research 

        The writer only focused on analyzing the social conflict in the novel. This 

research limited to the kinds and cause of social conflict studies by using theory of 

Lewis Coser in Rick Riordan’s novel “The Red Pyramid”. 
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

        In this chapter, the writer presents the theory related to the research in order 

to support the analysis. It consists of explanation about previous findings, concept 

of conflict, social conflict, novel, synopsis of the novel and biography of Rick 

Riordan’s.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            

A.  Previous Findings 

        There are some researchers about social conflict have been studied in 

different object, they are statements: 

        Subiha (2006), in her thesis entitles. “The Analysis of Social Conflict in the  

Novel “Adventures of Tom awyer” By Mark Twain”. Adab and                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Humanity Faculty of Alauddin State Islamic University Makassar. She found that 

the minor conflict were about social conflict in Thomas Sawyer’s family, 

especially social conflict between Tom and his aunt, and social conflict between 

Tom and his families. Her finding also about the                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

major conflict between Tom and Injun Joe. Joe and Dr. Robinson were living in 

the same home, but they had never been a close friend. The research analyzed by 

using intrinsic approach. 

       Sahil, M. (2006) in his thesis entitles. “The Analysis of Social Conflict in the 

Drama “Othello” By William Shakspeare”. Adab and Humanity Faculty of 

Alauddin State Islamic University Makassar. He found the external conflict and 

the causes of external conflict (social conflict). The external conflict were about 

social conflict between Othello and Lago, Othello and Cassio, and Othello and 
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Desdemona. The causes of social conflict begin when Lago feels jealous to 

Cassio. The research analyzed the data by using intrinsic approach. 

       Those theses above have similarity with the writer’s research. Subiha focused 

on minor and major conflict of the social conflict and Sahil focused on the 

external conflict and the causes of the social conflict. All of the theses above 

discuses about conflict but have different object in analysis. The different in this 

research, writer used a novel by Rick Riordan’s, published on 2010 and the writer 

focused to discuses about the kinds of the social conflict and the causes of the 

social conflict happen in novel “THE RED PYRAMID’’. 

B.  Concept of Conflict      

1.  Definition  

       There are some definitions about conflict but actually they have same 

meaning and purpose. Conflict is one universal case that usually happens in the 

world and it much aspect that should be to influence for example in environment 

as human interaction in society. Another opinion about conflict are stated as 

follows:  

         “A story may deal with a conflict within a single man, a single man, a 

conflict between man, a conflict between man and society, a conflict between man 

and natural.” (Kenney,1996;19) 

       “Conflict occurs among characters, between a character and his or her 

environment, or among the thoughts, needs, and emotions of a sigle character. In 

some case all three kinds of conflicts may occur together.”(Trimmer,1989) 

       While, opinion about conflict from Chartes, (1987:84) says as follows: 
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 Conflict is the opposition presented to the main character (or protagonist) 

of a narrative by another character (or antagonist) by event, or situation, by 

fate or some aspect of the protagonist’s own personality or nature, the 

conflict is introduced by means of a complication that sets in motion the 

rising actions usually towards a climax and eventual resolution. 

 

      More opinion about conflict, according to Stanton (1995: 31) conflict is a 

resistance of physics, morale, mind, emotion and destiny among persons, animals 

or even in our selves. Conflict is illustrated as an opposition between protagonist’s 

character and antagonist’s character. 

        Based on the conflict definitions above, the writer concludes that conflict is 

one element make a story more valuable and attracts people to read it. Conflict 

always arises by characters who play their roles to make any influence to the 

reader. So, in conflict literary works seems to be an important part to develop a 

story. It can build up and makes the story interesting to read in literary works.           

2. Kinds of Conflict 

      According to Stanton (1965:16), there are two categories of conflict, namely 

external conflict and internal conflict. External conflict is a conflict occurring 

between a character and something outside himself, it could be environment and 

also human being or other character. While internal conflict is a conflict that 

occurred in heart or soul of characters.  

       There are various types of conflict, which can be categorized as one of the 

following; a. physical or element conflict (conflict with nature) b. social conflict  

(the struggle is of one person against another ) c. internal psychological  

(struggling against himself). 
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       Whereas according to conflict sources, the explanation types that is conflict 

between: 

a. Physical or element conflict is a conflict between a person with some external 

forces, incident, or a condition physical nature and society and it is called 

internal conflict. 

b. Social conflict is a conflict between a person to another person or to a group 

and it is called external conflict. 

c.  Internal Psychological is a conflict between a person with his or her inward 

life, feeling, emotion, ideas, or thoughts and it is called internal conflict. 

        From the explanation above, we can conclude that conflict is struggle can 

happen in somebody consist of external and internal conflict. External conflict is a 

struggle between two person, two groups of persons, one and his environment and 

even between one and nature (social conflict). While, internal conflict is conflict 

of an idea and others ideas, one and him selves or her selves (psychological 

conflict). The conflicts that usually happen in environment related to the society. 

In this study, the writer is interested to analysis of the social conflict. 

C.  Social Conflict 

1. Definition  

        Social conflict is a struggle between opponents over values and claims to 

scarce status, power and resources (Coser in Walker: 2005).  Social conflict is the 

struggle for agency or power within a society. It occurs when two or more people 

oppose one another in social interactions, reciprocally exerting social power in an 

effort to attain scarce or incompatible goals, and prevent the opponent from 
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attaining them. The social conflict is a conflict when happened or caused by the 

unsuitable or uncomfortable situation between character and his environment. 

       Social conflict is theorized to occur when an imbalance exists regarding 

money, resources or power (Skekel:2013). The conflict can happen in any setting 

global and industrial. While research and case studies may report the detail is 

how, when, why and where a social conflict began or continues. 

        Social conflict is conflict between the characters against another character 

(Kenny, 1996:32). The characters have conflict in his social life in his relationship 

with another character. The conflict happens when the actor has problem with 

other. It is the struggle of the person against another. That caused to be 

contraction such as: Fighting. Social conflict is part of an intrinsic element in a 

literary work which contained some of the problems of social conflict in the 

surrounding environment as well as the author's own experience. 

         Social conflict refers to conflict in which the parties are an aggregate of 

individuals, such as groups, organization, communities, and crowds, rather than 

single individual, as in role conflict (Oberschall, 1978:291). 

          The Social Conflict theory was first described by Karl Marx. It is the classic 

conflict between rich and poor. The idea that money causes conflict it gives one 

person power over another. To understands by power: the chance of a man, or a 

number of men to realize their own will in communal action, even against the 

resistance of others. Which such power can be exercised may vary considerably 

according to the social context (Coser in weber: 2010). 
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        The several social theories that emphasize social conflict have roots in the 

ideas of Karl Marx (1818-1883), the great German theorist and political activist. 

Conflict approach emphasizes a materialist interpretation of history, a dialectical 

method of analysis, a critical stance toward existing social arrangements, and a 

political program of revolution or, at least, reform (Marx in McClelland:2000). 

        Karl Marx supports the ideas of deviance, claiming that individuals choose to 

engage in such rebellious and conflicting behavior as a response to the inequalities 

of the capitalist system (Eiil:2010). 

2. Kinds of Social Conflict 

       According to Lewis Coser (in Chris,2002:64-74 ) social conflict is divided 

three categories. The types of social conflict namely; (a.) Conflict of involving 

social positions, (b.) Conflict of interest and (c.)  Conflict of role.   

 Whereas according to conflict sources, the explanation types that is conflict 

between: 

a.  Conflict of Involving Social Positions  

  Social position is the position of an individual in a given society and culture. 

A given position (for example, the occupation of priest) may belong to many 

individuals. A group of social positions will create a social class and a social 

circle. Social positions an individual may hold fall into the categories of 

occupation (medical doctor, academic lecturer), profession (member of 

associations and organizations), family (parent, sibling, etc). A social conflict 

caused by interference between social positions is called a position conflict 

(Kristina,2007:54-64). 
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b. Conflict of Interest 

 A conflict of interest is a situation in which some person (whether an 

individual or corporate body) stands in a certain relation to one or more decisions. 

For example, It  has a conflict of interest if (1) person is in a relationship with 

another requiring person to exercise judgment in the other's behalf (2) person has 

a (special) interest tending to interfere with the proper exercise of judgment in that 

relationship (Davis and stark, 2001:8). 

The following are the most common forms of types of conflicts of interests: 

1. Self-dealing, in which an official who controls an organization causes it to 

enter into a transaction with the official, or with another organization that 

benefits the official. The official is on both sides of the "deal." 

2. Outside employment, in which the interests of one job contradict another. 

3. Family interests, in which a spouse, child, or other close relative is employed 

(or applies for employment) or where goods or services are purchased from 

such a relative or a firm controlled by a relative. For this reason, many 

employment applications ask if one is related to a current employee. If this is 

the case, the relative could then from any hiring decisions. Abuse of this type 

of conflict of interest is called nepotism. 

4. Gifts from friends who also do business with the person receiving the gifts. 

(Such gifts may include non-tangible things of value such as transportation and 

lodging). 

5. Pump and dump, in which a stock broker who owns a security artificially 

inflates the price by "upgrading" it or spreading rumors, sells the security and 
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adds short position, then "downgrades" the security or spreads negative rumors 

to push the price down. 

 Besides, to explain conflict of interest is a type of conflict interest. We can 

define a conflict of interest as a situation in which a person has a private or 

personal interest sufficient to appear to influence the objective exercise of his or 

her official duties as, say, a public official, an employee, or a professional. 

c.  Conflict of Role   

 Conflict of role is a conflict among the roles corresponding to two or more 

statuses. We experience role conflict when we find ourselves pulled in various 

directions as we try to respond to the many statuses we hold. Role conflict can be 

something that can be for either a short period of time, or a long period of time, 

and it can also be connected to situational experiences. A situation in which a 

person is expected to play two incompatible roles. For example, a boss will suffer 

role conflict if forced to fire an employee who is also a close friend 

(Mifflin:2005). 

 Furthermore, to explanation for conflict of role. “an example of role conflict 

would be a husband and father who is also Chief of Police. If a tornado strikes the 

small town he is living in, the man has to decide if he should go home and be with 

his family and fulfill the role of being a good husband and father or remain and 

fulfill the duties of a "good" Chief of Police because the whole town needs his 

expertise.” 

 From the above explanation,  we can conclude  that type of social conflict is 

not limited to hostile or antagonistic opposition; it is not wholly a clash of 
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coercive powers as often is implied, but of any opposing social powers". Social 

conflict is usually recognized through violence, and physical behavior. It is  more 

that just fighting, and killing one another. At times, it can deal with it throw a 

simple town in a conversation. It is acknowledged by someone's power. The cause 

of conflict is something that makes conflicts exits or happens. Therefore, cause 

must stand in the front of conflict. This is the condition of conflicts establishment. 

Generally, the cause of conflict is an unintended or unpredictable circumstance as 

a result in a problem. 

In short, the third kinds of social conflict above can be concluded in table 

below: 

Kinds of Social Conflict Differences 

 

 

Conflict of Involving  

Social Position 

1. The conflict happens in the occupation 

(medical doctor or academic lecturer). 

2. The conflict happens in the profession 

(member of associations and 

organizations). 

3. The conflict happens in the family 

(Parent, sibling, etc). 

 

 

1.  The person gets a judgment of another 

person. 

2. The situation of person employed in the 
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Conflict of Interest 
jobs. 

3. The relation of person to one or more in 

the decisions.   

 

 

Conflict of Role 

1. A conflict among corresponding to one 

or more statuses in the roles. 

2. The role conflict something happens for 

a short period time or a long period time. 

3. The conflict can also be connected 

situational experiences. 

 

D. Novel  

1. Definition of Novel 

       Novel is a narrative that imagining situation and characters in plot. Literature 

(novel) represents life and life in large measure, a social reality, even thought the 

natural world and inner or subjective world of the individual have also been 

objectives of literature imitation (Welek and Weren, 1970:4). It may include the 

real place, people and events. Besides, novel is a work of art whose materials are 

taken from the contemporary life. As a literary work, it represents a story about 

human life experiences. Novel is a mirror of the social life. As stated by Wellek 

and Weren (1970:95) 

  “ literature is an expression of society if it assumes that literature, at any 

given time, mirrors the current social situation’ correctly’ it is false : Its 

common place trite and vague means only that literature depicts so say 
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that literature as a mirror of expression of life is even more ambiguous. A 

writer inevitably expresses his expert cue and total conception”. 

 

        According to Bartholomew (1989:987) novel is the narrative of considerable 

length and complexity, portraying characters and presenting and sequential 

organization of action and sense. Novel is an invented narration or story whose 

purpose in (Cole at all, 1990:52). 

       Based on above definitions of novel, we can say that novel is a part of literary 

work which is not a scientific. However, it does not mean that novel could give 

nothing for knowledge development, but the personal and social dimensions of the 

idea represented in it are valuable knowledge for our social living. 

2. Elements of Novel 

a. Theme 

        According to Menrath (2013) theme is message or central idea of a literary 

piece of art. It is found out indirectly by the reader. A number of different motives 

may move around the central theme of the story. Examples of literary themes are 

love, war and peace, loneliness in the modern world, communication problems, 

man and woman, nature and industry, and so on. The theme make the story more 

focused, united, conical, and influential , so we can know what the theme raised 

by the author. 

b. Plot  

       Plot is series of stories created by stage of events that build a story that 

presented by the actions in a story (Abrams in Siswanto, 2008: 159). The plot 
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draws the reader into the character’s lives and helps the reader understand the 

choices that the character makes. 

c. Character 

       Character is the human element in the story, the appeal to our curiosity and 

our sympathy (Langhlin, 1989:375). Character is the term for the people in fiction, 

the heroes and love interest. Which, the character appear in a work of narrative. 

d. Setting 

       The setting of a literary work is the place, the time, and the circumstance of 

the action. Setting is intangible certain times (day, moth and year), weather, or a 

historical period (Stanton, 2007:35). Setting is the one of element of literary work 

that influenced by place, time and action. 

E. Synopsis of Novel “The Red Pyramid” 

       Carter Kane has been traveling around the world since he was eight years old 

(Sadie was six when Carter began his travels with their father). He was home 

schooled by his father, Julius Kane, who is also famous Egyptology scientist. 

Unfortunately, he is also hiding a huge secret. He is an Egyptian magician.  

       On Christmas Eve, Carter and Julius head to London to visit Carter's sister, 

Sadie, who lives as a British student. Sadie lives with her grandparents and Carter 

with his father. Julius picked up Sadie, and discovered that one out of the two 

days of the year they get spends together was going to be occupied by a trip to 

British Museum. Before heading there, both children spy on their dad talking to a 

strange man named Amos. He also accidentally released the other children of the 

Demon Days: Nephthys, Isis, Horus, and Set. Set, the Egyptian god of chaos and 
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storms, also, most evil of the Gods, ended up locking Julius. Amos is revealed to 

be their uncle, who saved them from being taken custody. Amos takes them to the 

family mansion in Brooklyn. While in the library, Set's warriors attack the house 

and Bast the cat goddess, who was disguised as Sadie's cat, Muffin, saves them. 

Also in the process, they loose Philip of Macedonia, the albino crocodile. They all 

escape, but Bast is later overcome by Serqet, the scorpion goddess. Not shortly 

after, they meet Zia Rashid who helps distract Serqet while Sadie and Carter 

escape through a portal.  

       Zia takes them to the House of Life in Egypt, to be trained as magicians. The 

Chief Lector, Iskandar, dies, and is replaced with Desjardins, the Kanes have to 

flee again, as the House of Life sees them as a threat. They are godlings, meaning 

they host the gods Horus and Isis (hosting the gods is against the beliefs of the 

House). On the way out they are attacked by Sobek the crocodile god but they 

escape when Bast (who turned out not dead) sacrifices herself to save Carter and 

Sadie.  

       Desjardins calls upon Sekhmet, the lion goddess, but Zia saves them by 

sacrificing her own magic to create a column of fire, a powerful spell. While 

Carter and Set battle each other, Sadie performs a spell that transports the pyramid 

to Washington, D.C. However, before she can seal the spell, Sadie spots Apophis, 

who was going to use the red pyramid to escape Cleopatra's Needle.  

         After forcing Set to join their side to stop Apophis from escaping into the 

world, Zia is revealed to be a shabti. Carter and Sadie release the gods, and Julius 

decides to stay in the Duat as Osiris with their dead mother, Ruby Kane. Horus 
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and Isis reward them by repairing the rest of Amos's house and reviving Bast 

(Ulinnuha: 2010).             

F. Biography of  Rick Riordan’s 

          Rick Riordan was born on June 5, 1964, in San Antonio, Texas. Not much 

is known about his childhood, although he states that his first influences in 

reading and writing were the Lord of the Rings books, as well as Greek and Norse 

mythology interesting him as a child, but he had gone to Alamo Heights High 

School in San Antonio when he was old enough.  

        He first started writing in high school when he published an underground 

newspaper practically making fun of the school (he was later found out publishing 

it, which prompted many to hate him, including the football team, who egged his 

car). He first went to North Texas State because he wanted to be a guitar player, 

but he later transferred to the University of Texas in Austin to get a degree in both 

English and History. Later in life, he would get a license to teach English and 

History from the University of Texas in San Antonio, and spent his first full-time 

job as a middle school teacher in New Braunfels, Texas, and taught mythology 

every year. When he married his wife (and still married) he moved to San 

Francisco and started teaching there at Presidio Hill School. When they had their 

kids, Haley (the inspiration for the Percy Jackson series) and Patrick, they moved 

back to San Antonio, where he taught for another six years at Saint Mary's Hall 

before going into writing full-time. 

       Today, you can find Rick Riordan's work all over in bookstores. He is most 

famous for his Percy Jackson series, and is well immersed in the Greek mythology 
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in the books. He is still writing today, with three-five books still in production and 

being released within the next two years, including books from his sequel from 

the Percy Jackson series. He is also working on a trilogy series called the Kane 

Chronicles, which actually deals with Egyptian mythology instead of his normal 

Greek mythological works. He still lives in San Antonio, Texas, with his wife and 

two kids, along with one dog and two cats (Townley:2010). 
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CHAPTER III 

 

METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 

 

A.  Methodology of Research 

         The method used in this study is to give description about characters and 

social conflict of life that is illustrated. The writer used descriptive qualitative 

method in order to describe and explain what have been interpreted from the 

object of the research. According to Aminuddin (1990:16), the qualitative 

descriptive method is used to analyze the form of description, not a number or 

coefficient of relationship between variables. 

B.  Source of Data 

       The source of data in this research was Rick Riordan’s Novel “The Red 

Pyramid”. The novel was published in 2010. It consists of 41 chapters and 337 

pages. 

C. Instrument of Research 

        In this research, the instrument that is used by the writer is note taking. Ray 

(2005: 13) defines note taking is a method in assembling data required by using 

note cards to write down the data findings from source of data. 

       Based on the definition of note taking above, the writer used it as a tool to 

take same note in the novel includes chapter, page, and number in different color 

cards. It can ease of the writer to identify sentences and to remember what has 

been reading.                          
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D.   Procedure of Data Collection 

The researcher collected the data into a view step, they are: 

1. First the researcher read Rick Riordan’s novel “The Red Pyramid”. 

2. The researcher identified the elements of social conflict in the novel. 

3. The researcher given a code colored paper to use cards it is name note taking in 

analysis and then write down the sentences from the novel.  

4. The researcher divided that social conflict into 3 types colorfull cards such as 

(1) Red card for conflict of involving social positions, (2.) Green card for 

conflict of interest, and (3.) Yellow card for conflict of role including chapter, 

page, and number. 

5. The researcher classified data which have relation to this study. 

E.  Technique of Data Analysis 

       In the technique of data analysis, the writer used the method sociology 

literature on the data used to analysis intrinsic elements in the novels.  The writer 

classified the data by using the theory of social conflict of Lewis Coser. There are 

three categories of social conflict, namely conflict involving social positions, 

conflict of interest, and role conflict. It defines social conflict as a struggle over 

the values and claims to scarce status, power and resources. After that the writer 

will make a conclusion from the research.   

. 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

       This chapter consists of finding and discussion that will show the result of the 

research. The writer would like to show what have been found from Rick 

Riordan’s novel “The Red Pyramid”. 

A. Findings 

       In this research, the writer presents the data analysis based on the types of 

social conflict in the novel “The Red Pyramid”. The writer analysis kinds of social 

conflict such us Conflict of involving social positions, Conflict of interest and 

Role conflict in the Rick Riordan’s novel using Lewis Coser’s perspective. To 

understand the data collection, the writer presented explanation that Cp is chapter, 

Pg is page, D is datum, CSP is conflict of involving social position, COI is 

conflict of interest and COR is conflict of role. 

 

No. 

 

DATA 

 

KINDS OF SOCIAL  

CONFLICT 

 

CAUSES 

 

CSP 

 

COI 

 

COR 

1. 
 

(Julius Kane between his 

Parent) 

 

See, Dad’s only allowed two 

days a year with her−one in the 

winter, one in the 

summer−because our 

grandparents hate him. After 

our mom died, her parents 

(our grandparents) had this 

big court battle with Dad. 

 

√ 

   

Condition 
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After six lawyers, two 

fistfights, and a near fatal attack 

with a spatula (don’t ask), they 

won the right to keep Sadie 

with them in the England. 

(Cp.1; Pg.6; D.1) 

2. 
 

(Sadie Kane between Julius 

Kane) 

 

Dad had practically 

abandoned me at age six, 

after all. The necklace was my 

one link to him. On good days I 

would stare at it and remember 

him fondly. On bad days 

(which were much more 

frequent) I would fling it across 

the room and stomp on it and 

curse him for not being around, 

which I found quite therapeutic. 

(Cp.3; Pg.24; D.2) 

 

√ 

   

Condition 

3. 
 

(Carter Kane between Julius 

Kane) 

 

My dad put his hand on my 

shoulder. “Carter, you’re 

getting older. You’re an 

African American man. 

People will judge you more 

harshly, and so you must 

always look impeccable.” 

 “That isn’t fair!” I insisted. 

“Fairness does not mean 

everyone gets the same,” Dad 

said. “Fairness means everyone 

gets what they need. And the 

only way to get what you need 

is to make happen yourself. 

(Cp.6; Pg.46; D.3) 

 

√ 

   

Relation 

4. 
 

(Carter Kane  between Sadie 

Kane) 

 

 

√ 

   

Relation 
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You must always have look 

impeccable, Dad had told me.  

And he had. And he didn’t just 

mean my clothes. He meant my 

attitude. With Mom gone, I was 

all he had. Dad needed me to be 

strong. Most days, I didn’t 

mind. I loved my dad. But it 

was also hard.  

 Sadie didn’t understand that. 

She had it easy. And now she 

seemed to be getting all the 

attention, as if she were the 

special one. It wasn’t fair. 

 Then I heard Dad’s voice in 

my head: “Fairness means 

everyone gets what they need. 

And the only way to get what 

you need is to make it happen 

yourself.” (Cp.13; Pg.99; D.4) 

5. 
 

(Julius Kane between his 

Family) 

 

Do not mock our generosity, 

boy,” Desjardins warned. 

“Your father broke our most 

important law twice: once at 

Cleopatra’s Needle, when he 

tried to summon the gods and 

your mother died assisting 

him. Then again at the British 

Museum, when your father 

was foolish enough to use the 

Rosetta Stone itself. Now your 

uncle too is missing−”  

 “You know what’s happened 

to Amos? He admitted. (Cp.14; 

Pg.108; D.5) 

 

√ 

   

Condition 

6. (Carter Kane between Sadie 

Kane) 

After our last argument in the 

New York, I wasn’t sure how I 

√    

Relation 
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felt about my brother. The idea 

that he could be jealous of my 

life while he got to travel the 

world with Dad−please! And 

he had the nerve to call my 

life normal? All right, I had a 

few mates at school like Liz 

and Emma, but my life was 

hardly easy. If Carter made a 

social faux pas or met people 

he didn’t like, he could just 

move on! I had to stay put. 

(Cp.15; Pg.111; D.6) 

7. 
 

(Sadie Kane between Carter 

Kane) 

 

“Lucky you.” And yes, 

perhaps I was beginning to 

understand that Carter’s life 

with Dad hadn’t been all 

glamour and holiday, but still 

I couldn’t help being a bit 

jealous. Not that I’d ever 

wanted to see Graceland, of 

course, but Dad had never 

insisted on taking me 

anywhere−at least until the 

British Museum trip when he 

disappeared. I hadn’t even 

known Dad was an Elvis fan, 

which was rather horrifying. 

(Cp.24; Pg.194; D.7) 

 

√ 

 

   

Relation 

8. 
 

(Julius Kane between the 

Fiery Man)  

 

The fiery man waved his hand. 

The blue circle at Dad’s feet 

went dark. Dad grabbed for his 

toolbox, but it skittered across 

the floor. “Good-bye, Osiris” 

the fiery man said. With 

another flick of his hand, he 

conjured a glowing coffin 

  

√ 

 

  

Violence 
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around our dad. At first it was 

transparent, but as our father 

struggled and pounded on its 

sides, the coffin became more 

and more solid−a golden 

Egyptian sarcophagus inlaid 

with jewels. My dad caught my 

eyes one last time, and mouthed 

the word Run! Before the 

coffin sank into the floor, as if 

the ground had turned to 

water.(Cp.2; Pg.21; D.8) 

9. 
 

(Zia Rashid between the 

Goddess) 

 

Zia pointed her staff towards 

the goddess, engulfing her 

body in fire, Serqet screamed 

and staggered backwards, but 

the fire died almost instantly. 

It left Serget’s robes seared and 

smoking, but the goddess 

looked more enraged than hurt. 

(Cp.12; pg.95; D.9) 

 

  

√ 

 

  

Violence 

10. 
 

(Carter Kane between the 

Crocodile Man) 

 

Desperation and rage turned my 

nerves to steel. I thrust out my 

want and the wall energy 

surged outward, slamming 

into the crocodile so hard, it 

went flying through the air, 

tumbling out of river and 

onto the Mexican shore. 

While it was on its back, 

flailing and off balance, I 

leaped, raising my sword, 

which was now glowing in my 

hands, and drove the blade into 

the monster’s belly. I held on 

while the crocodile thrashed, 

  

√ 

 

  

Violence 
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slowly disintegrating from its 

snout to the tip of its tail, until 

stood in the middle of a giant 

pile of wet sand. (Cp.30; 

Pg.251; D.10) 

11. 
 

(Amos Kane between Set ) 

 

“Anger burned inside me. 

Amos’s odd behavior finally 

made sense. Yes he had been 

controlled by Set, but he’d 

been fighting it all the 

way.The conflict I’d felt in 

him had been his attempts to 

warn us. He’d almost 

destroyed himself trying to save 

us, and Set had thrown him 

aside like a broken toy. (Cp.37; 

Pg.296; D.11) 

  

√ 

 

  

Violence 

12. 
 

(Horus between Set) 

 

“Nice!” he roared. 

“Completely ineffective, but 

nice! It will be a pleasure 

chopping you to bits, Horus, I 

did your father before you. I 

will entomb you all in this 

chamber to increase my 

storm−all four of my precious 

sibling, and the storm will be 

large enough to envelop the 

world!” (Cp.37;Pg.296; D.12) 

  

√ 

 

  

Violence 

13. 
 

(Sadie Kane between Set) 

 

Set must be dealt with first, 

Isis warned. 

But if I can free Dad…I 

stepped towards the throne. 

No, Isis warned. What you 

might see is too dangerous. 

What are you talking about? I 

thought irritably. I put my hand 

  

√ 
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on the golden coffin. Instantly I 

was ripped from the throne 

room and into a vision. (Cp.39; 

Pg.305; D.13) 

14. 
 

(Carter Kane between Sadie 

Kane) 

 

After all I’d seen today, I didn’t 

trust anything, but I could hear 

the fear in Sadie’s voice. It 

triggered an unfamiliar feeling 

in me, like I needed to reassure 

her. The idea seemed 

ridiculous. Sadie had always 

seemed so much braver than 

me−doing what she wanted, 

never caring about the 

consequences. I was the one 

who got scared. But right now, 

I felt like I need to play a role I 

hadn’t played in a long, long 

time: big brother. (Cp.5; 

Pg.41; D.14) 

  

 

 

 

√ 

 

 

Relation 

15. 
 

(Julius Kane between Ruby 

Kane) 

 

“It has everything to do with 

that, Sadie. Your parents . . . 

well, they thought they were 

doing something good. They 

took a terrible risk, and it 

cost your mother her life. 

Your father took the blame. He 

was exiled, I suppose you 

would say. Banished. He was 

forced to move around 

constantly because the house 

monitored his actives. They 

feared he would continue his 

research. As indeed he did.” 

(Cp.6;Pg.52; D.15) 

   

√ 

 

 

Condition 

16. 
 

(Ruby Kane between Julius 

    

Condition 
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Kane) 

 

Bast nodded sadly. “When a 

magician commits herself to a 

spell, there to a spell, there is 

no turning back. If she 

overreaches her power…well, 

your mother used her last bit 

of energy protecting your 

father. To save him, she 

sacrificed herself. She 

literally−“ 

“Burned up,” I said. “That’s 

what Zia warned us about.” 

The rain kept pouring down. I 

realized I was shivering. 

(Cp.18; Pg.144-145; D.16) 

√ 

 

17. 
 

(Desjardins between the 

Passengers) 

 

The cabin devolved into 

chaos−drinks, books and shoes 

flying everywhere, oxygen 

masks dropping and tangling, 

people screaming for their 

lives.  

“Protect the innocents! 

Desjardins ordered. 

The plane began to shake and 

cracks appeared in the 

windows and walls. The 

passengers went silent, 

slumping into unconsciousness 

as the air pressure dropped. The 

four magicians raised their 

wands as the airplane broke to 

pieces.  

For a moment, the magicians 

floated in a maelstrom of 

clouds, chunks of fuselage, 

luggage, and spinning 

passengers still strapped to their 

seats. Then a white glow 

expanded around them, a 
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bubble of power that slowed 

the breakup of the plane and 

kept the pieces swirling in a 

tight orbit. (Cp.26; Pg.215; 

D.17) 

18. 
 

(Ruby Kane and Isis) 

 

“Don’t blame Isis for your 

mother’s fate. None of us 

understood exactly what would 

happen. Even your mother 

could only see bits and pieces 

of the future. But when the time 

came your mother accepted her 

role. It was her decision.” 

 “To die?” I demanded. “Isis 

should’ve helped her. You 

should’ve helped her. I hate 

you!”(Cp.39; Pg.307; D.18) 

   

√ 

 

 

Immolation 

19. 
 

(Ruby Kane and Sadie Kane) 

 

I also felt my mother’s 

thoughts, like an imprint on 

goddess’s memory: Ruby’s 

final moments and the choice 

she’d made. She’d given her 

life to start a chain of event. 

And the next move was mine. 

“Sadie!” Zia called again, her 

voice weakening. 

“I’m fine,” I said. “I’m going 

now.” (Cp.39; Pg.309; D.19) 

 

   

√ 

 

 

Immolation 

 

B. Discussion 

       In this part, the writer discusses the data analysis that has been found in Rick 

Riordan’s novel “The Red Pyramid.” As the reader of novel, the writer identified 

kinds and causes of social conflict happen based on Lewis Coser’s theory. As the 
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result, based on the 19 data, the researcher found 7 conflict of involving social 

position, 6 conflict of interest, and 6 conflict of role. The writer analyzed social 

conflict based on perspective Lewis Coser’s theory. 

       Based on the explanation above, the writer classified into three kinds and 

causes of social conflict as follows: 

1.  The Kinds of Social Conflict happened in the novel. 

a. Conflict of Involving Social Position 

       In the Datum 1 shows conflict involving of social position in Julius Kane 

between his Parents. It is happened to Julius Kane of social position in the 

Parents.  In the content shown of Julius Kane is a father for Carter Kane and Sadie 

Kane who are both his Childs. When their grandparents who hates for Julius Kane 

who was doing in the parents and he continues in his research.  Because, Julius 

Kane who is mistaken in himself with the result that to Mom who was death in the 

London. The position Julius Kane who is disputed for his own the parents in the 

courts. 

       The Datum 2 shows conflict involving of social position in Sadie Kane 

between Julius Kane. It is about the position of an individual has happened for 

Sadie Kane in the family. In the content is shown to Sadie Kane who is feeling 

very loneliness without besides Julius Kane who is not lived with his girl. Sadie 

Kane needs something it is like affection from her Father. She feels so piqued for 

Julius in her life on days. 

       In the Datum 3 shows conflict involving of social position in Carter Kane 

between Julius Kane. It is about the position of individual a given society in his 
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life.  In the content there is compulsion for Carter Kane as Julius Kane. His Father 

wants to his child to like him. Carter Kane who is making force full of the society 

like that a strong man. It is all to Carter Kane makes his self so piqued for his 

father that implanted of value in the culture. 

       In the Datum 4 shows conflict involving of social position in Carter Kane 

between Sadie Kane. It is about the position of individual happen in the parents.  

In the content to Carter Kane is a brother was piqued for Sadie Kane so gets 

coercion what has said for his father to become like a strong man. But it is all to 

Sadie is not feeling that her brother position likes to become a child strong is very 

hard about it. She just wants doing what her mind without thought about Carter 

Kane feels in the family. 

         In the Datum 5 shows conflict of involving social position in Julius Kane 

between his Families. It is about the position has happened for times ago is 

become will create social circle. In the content to Julius Kane must be get 

difficulty from his family. When Julius Kane and his wife both accident in the 

London. They have mistaken in around their life than without cogitates that what 

will be happened in the family. 

       The character names same with five datum, in Datum 6 shows conflict of 

involving social position in Carter Kane between Sadie Kane. It is about a 

position conflict of an individual with another in the family. When he is jealous 

with Sadie Kane who is his sister looked like life normal, different with her 

brother that like seen a fainthearted in the family. Because, Sadie Kane who is a 

strong woman her brave in anything that happen in herself. 
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       Same also with above the character names four datum and six datum, in the 

Datum 7 shows conflict involving of social position Sadie Kane between Carter 

Kane. It is about a position conflict of an individual with another in the family. In 

the content to Sadie Kane who is jealous with Carter Kane who is her brother and 

his live together with Julius Kane who is a father with both his child. When she is 

looking for around his brother life with father is a good. She is known that they 

are walked in the Museum is one the places that her like but, Sadie Kane is never 

to go like areas that. 

b. Conflict of Interest 

       In the Datum 8 shows conflict of interest in Julius Kane between the fiery 

Man. It is about describe that happen in the situation an individual for a person of 

his life struggle in the Egypt. In content is shown to Julius Kane who is struggling 

with the fiery Man who is making for his into in the flour. A situation deadly for 

Julius Kane but there is not somebody in around to helps his father with excepted 

for his Childs that but cannot also to helps him. 

       In the Datum 9 shows conflict of interest in Zia Rashid between the Goddess. 

It is about described that happen in the situation an individual for a person of his 

life fighting in the struggle. In content shown to Zia Rashid who is a magic in the 

Egypt and his helper Childs Kane who are Carter and Sadie. The Goddess who is 

a antagonist in the environment for humans life. When Zia Rashid who is fighting 

with the Goddess because she who wants just to gets for Childs Kane. But, it is 

safe by Rashid and the Goddess drawn blood but she is not care about that.  
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        The Datum 10 shows conflict interest in Carter Kane between the Crocodile 

Man. It is about the conflict which situation happen of a person so deaden. In the 

content to Carter Kane who is fighting with the Crocodile in the river. When he is 

so looked angry in his self what is happened with used stick magic and to kill the 

Crocodile Man. He has finished to throwing for the Crocodile Man from river to 

the Mexican Shore. 

       The Datum 11 shows conflict interest in Amos Kane between Set. It is about 

a conflict some person in destroyed for him. In the content to Amos Kane who is 

struggled to killing Set who is a antagonist that has been destruction of Family 

Kane. When the situation to Sadie Kane who is feeling for Amos Kane what he is 

happened in his self who is a uncle that always to keep her life. This Set who is 

controlling to Amos who becomes a strange in his self. 

       The Datum 12 shows conflict interest in Horus between Set. It is about a 

conflict some person in destroyed for him. In content shown to Horus who is 

fighting with Set who is a destroyer in the world. Horus is a helper family Kane 

and a mediator in the human’s life. He has gotten a gibe from Set. Because, he did 

not complete what his doing for Set who is just laugh in front Horus. 

       The Datum 13 shows conflict of interest in Sadie Kane between Set. It is 

about describe that happen a conflict for person relationship with another person. 

In content is shown to Sadie Kane who is interested for Set who is a made 

confusion in the world. When she wants to killing for Set who is disturbed in her 

family. 
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c. Conflict of Role 

       In the Datum 14 shows conflict of role in Carter Kane between Sadie Kane. 

It has happened for her brother in the role in the family. In the content is happened 

for the role differences to Carter Kane as Sadie Kane which the both in their life. 

When Carter Kane has of looked statuses be afraid such as Sadie Kane who is 

difference become a brave than Carter Kane. Where Sadie Kane most the brave 

from Carter Kane which is a big brother that should more than his sister in the 

role. 

       The Datum 15 shows conflict of role in Julius Kane between Ruby Kane. It is 

about conflict role in take a judgment for person with another in the parents. In the 

content to Julius Kane is happened something mistaken for Ruby Kane who is his 

wife and her was dead in the London. When they were continue of the research 

than can be endanger for them that deaden. 

       Just the characters same with fifteen datum, in the Datum 16 shows conflict 

of role in Ruby Kane between Julius Kane. It is about a sacrifice for the situations 

deaden which a person is expected to help that another. In content shown to Ruby 

Kane who is a wife for Julius Kane and she has dead for accident in the London. 

When a wife who is sacrifice and she is dead for Julius Kane who is her husband. 

Ruby Kane is happened that spend her power with the result that to help Julius 

Kane but instead becomes her burned. 

       The Datum 17 shows conflict of role in Desjardins between the Passengers. It 

is about of us experiences to help the plane from gales. In content has happened to 

Desjardins who is restraining the situation sudden storm used his power for the 
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passengers in the plane. When there is a magician who is doing like same 

Desjardins makes the plane becomes safe. He is like a hero man and the passenger 

needs his expertise. 

       The Datum 18 shows conflict of role in Ruby Kane between Isis. It is about a 

sacrifice for the person that which conflict to his self. In the content is a situation 

to Ruby Kane in her option to stand live or dead. Ruby Kane who was die what 

his happened for Isis just to dead. She is sacrifice for Isis who is the gods and the 

helper for Ruby Kane. 

       In the Datum 19 shows conflict of role in Ruby Kane between Sadie Kane. It 

is about a life of person to another person in the moment. In the content to Ruby 

Kane has given herself to Sadie Kane who is her child and a sister for Carter 

Kane. What is happened to Sadie Kane that is became a responsibility herself 

from his mother. When Ruby Kane who is death to helpful a person in the 

situation that deaden. 

       From all discussion above, the research conclude that, Carter and Sadie in the 

family Kane. What has happened to Carter Kane and Sadie Kane which they are 

child’s from Julius Kane as Ruby Kane in this story. Julius Kane is an archeology 

and also magicians. Whereas Ruby Kane is a wife of Julius Kane and her is oracle 

and also magicians in the London. There some characters struggling one with 

another to have been person importance in the life. 

       Carter Kane and Sadie Kane have been adventures in the way of the parents. 

What have happened of social conflict are a very fantasy that characters and other 

person. Where both are has conflict involving social position is the position of 
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individual happen in the parents. Besides, It was happened conflict interest is 

there relationship one with another of the persons. The role conflict was happened 

for a situation in which a person to incompatible roles. The family Kane is a 

magician have been relationship between the gods in the world.   

2. The Causes of Social Conflict happened in the novel. 

       In the Datum 1 to until Datum 19 are happened causes of social conflict. 

What the conflict have impacted the character and another characters of story in 

the novel. There are some causes of social conflict in the analysis but is one the 

topic. This is one the causes happened because there are correlations between 

humans life as the goddess sky. It is more used the magic in world life just like 

that fighting and killing one such as another. 

       After analyzing data of finding the writer, founded the causes of social 

conflict happened in the characters as below: 

a. External conflict occurred in Carter and Sadie Kane life because the relation for   

their society from external struggle. 

b. The condition by Julius Kane has mistaken in his parent is establishment 

conflict. 

c. Social conflict is usually recognized through violence for Amos Kane between 

some person and other person. 

d. Ruby Kane has given for the immolation her life, she was acknowledged by 

someone's power as result in the problems. 

e. The world magician to conflict is something that makes conflicts happened for 

Family Kane between the Gods in the situation deaden. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 

  This chapter provides conclusion and suggestion. After analyzing the 

social conflict in Rick Riordan’s novel “The Red Pyramid”, the researcher makes 

some conclusions and suggestions as follows: 

A.  Conclusions  

       Based on the analyzing of the data about social conflict in Rick Riordan’s 

novel “The Red Pyramid” on the discussion, the research concluded that the kinds 

and causes of social conflict happened in the novel as follows: 

1. The research found three kinds of social conflict are used in the novel. They 

were 7 conflict involving social position, 6 conflict of interest, and 6 role 

conflict. 

2. The causes of social conflict happened for character and another in the research. 

The researcher has found causes of social conflict were relation, condition, 

violence, immolation of the character in the research. The causes are happened 

in Family Kane because relation between Gods and the character in the world 

of magician. 

B. Suggestions 

   Based on the conclusion above, the researcher suggests to: 

1. The readers and all people should be able to know concept of social conflict in 

around environment social life. Because the social conflict can be happen 

without to keep relationship as others to get the goodness in the society. 
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2. The student especially for English Students Department should study more 

about sociology, because sociology is the basic introduction to communication 

in relation with humans. 

3. The teacher and educator should give the student experiences and material 

about social conflict especially of novel in learning literary work. So, the 

student can realize how important of social conflict concept to be implicated in 

social life.   
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